used it hundreds of times and never expected
anything like that could happen, but it did.
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Second incident involved a new but tested larger
wood plane (Sig Senorita). On take-off the plane,
the plane angled towards the pit and the pilot
elected to lift off. The plane attained 30 or so feet,
flying over the tables then turned left and dropping
to waist high between the fence and parked cars
finally impacting the fence damaging the wing.
From my vantage point with 40+years of RC flying
experience, the pilot attempted to salvage an
errant take-off roll and pulled the plane into the air
at a very slow speed making the control surfaces
ineffective. The results was an “aw crap” crash
into NOT a “designated” crash area. Fortunately
no one was injured, no property was damaged.

We had a couple incidents that warrant reporting.
First, yours truly had an incident where a more
thorough pre-flight would have alerted me to an
issue. My old 80mm T-28 with a basic FMS radio
had an issue with aileron trim ,and I corrected that
without really checking the movement. The radio
is not a computer radio with programming, but has
a series of “dip switches” to reverse servos and
mix functions. This radio uses dry cell batteries,
so I changed them to have a fresh set . The battery
hatch is on the bottom rear of the radio and is a
little tough to slide off. In the process of using my
fingers to slide the hatch off, apparently my thumb
slid the dip switch for the aileron servo and
reversed their function. Therefore when I took-off,
I rolled to the left and set the plane down on the
runway inverted. Outside of some “runway rash”,
broken prop and cowl, the plane was still whole. I
discovered the dip switch error, corrected it and
prepared to fly. The plane didn't seem to have full
power as it lifted off and was so slow as to be
uncontrollable. Over a safe “designated” crash
area, I killed the throttle and the plane harmlessly
splatted in the tall grass about 100 yards on the
far side of the runway. Further examination reveal
turning the motor by hand showed it was binding,
probably on ingested dirt from the inverted landing
earlier.
Moral of the story? Do a THOROUGH flight check
even though you “know” nothing could possibly
change because it can! Had this radio for years,
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One of the hardest things to do is to abort a bad
take-off roll, especially if you think you can “save
it”. Sometimes it results in the plane being
damaged rolling into something it shouldn't have
been pointed at in the first place but jerking a
plane into the air when it isn't quite ready will also
damage it and can cause an accident. It's always
best to terminate a take-off or flight that is
uncontrolled by chopping power and attempting
to steer away from people. As in my flight, I
couldn't get control of the plane so a cut power let
the plane drop safely in an open area. Years ago
I heavily damaged an AT-6 fuel powered plane
that veered towards the pits on take-off by
chopping the power and nosing it over.
Banging up your plan is not something you
naturally want to do or practice. You actually have
to have it as “plan B” if “plan A” suddenly goes to
heck OR if Bill is there with his camera!

*********************************
March Safety observation:
If you have powered up your transmitter and
connected that aircraft's battery and it doesn't
respond when you attempt to taxi onto the runway,
“shaking” the plane till the motor/speed
control/receiver arms probably means you
shouldn't fly the plane. This plane did take off and
make several high speed passes before the
inevitable “it didn't respond” occurred and the
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